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Thank you for your interest and support!

You will get an invite to join the “Rez Friends” group with the “Thunderchild Gallery & 
Workshop” Group.  This will allow you to rez and test things on the parcels.    Sometime after the 
project, you will be removed from that group.  If you're wanting a rez spot, ask about pricing and 
Landing spots.

PERMISSIONS

This is a project to get your avatar's image and some text on an Second Life (SL) and Real Life (RL) shirt.  The products are 
mainly Photos, textures and T-Shirts in SL and available RL shirts.  

1. The SL shirts or clothing items in Second Life are third-party mesh that are resold with HUDs for textures and object 
changes. You'll get Two shirts each with it's own HUD or HUDs.  These shirts are covered in the cost with the steps 

2. The RL shirts and other objects are provided by RedBubble.com, Society6.com and/or TeePublic.com.  
The shirts with a matching image(s) from your SL choices will be available at these stores. The textures for these shirts and 
product creation at these sites is part of the Costs in SL.  The purchase of these shirts and other goods are not covered in 
this project.  

FEATURES
• Complete full size photo shoot images via URL
• Full Perm set of SL Shirt Textures
• In SL, Two Shirts with HUDs.
• In RL, URL for shirts and other products.
• Access to other FP photos and production textures via URL

The products Permissions are MIXED: 
SOME ARE FULL PERMISSIONS & OTHER ARE COPY ONLY & HUD CONTROLLED.  

The products Permissions are PROJECT ITEMS MIXED PERMISSIONS

There are two labels that can appear on the box.  One indicates a total in-World product  but will 
require interaction via a website.  The second one identifies a project that has resulting products 
in SL and RL  The “Avatar Dance Lessons” is an example project.  

These items are made during a process that requires some interaction between the Purchaser 
(Client) and the Workshop Agent. This box comes with a set of landmarks, instructions on a 
notecard or in a book.  There are generally two or more boxes or production stages that are 
purchased separately and after completion the items in the previous box.  Example boxes are 
shown below.

The products Permissions are FULL PERMISSIONS.  For this project, all your textures 
will be full permissions.

You have copy, modify and transfer for all the items created by AJ Leibengeist in the package.  
Third party items such as scripts or other items may have fewer permissions. Full Permission 
textures can be downloaded to your system for editing and work.  If you loose your items, both 
the SL Marketplace and CasperVend systems can redeliver of your purchase.  
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The products Permissions are FULL PERMISSIONS and there are original loarger files for
download with a provided URL.  You will have this for all downloadable images above 1024 
pixels as the raw JPG, PNG other formats.  These will be moved to a GoogleDeive folder as 
well where you can download them zipped. 

The permissions on in-world items is the same as Full Permission above.  You will also have a 
link to download the same textures or objects to your system for editing and work.  Downloaded 

images will be at 2048x2048 pixels and some may be larger.  Downloads may be from Google Drive or from a HTML page at 
http://sl.thunderchild.net. 

The products Permissions are HUD CONTROL COPY PERM.  This will be all the clothing 
and HUD pairs

You have copy permissions for all the items.  The modification of the object are control via a HUD
(Heads Up Display) that attaches to your screen (you can also rez it). Third party items such as 
scripts will have copy only permissions.  If you loose your items, both the SL Marketplace and 
CasperVend systems can redeliver of your purchase.  

The products Permissions are HUD ONLY COPY PERM.  This only applies for additional 
HUDs you purchase either with this order or later on.

This item is a HUD controll that is for a specific line of clothing or other objects.  HUDs work on 
a channel and the channel must match the channel of the item it is to work with.  Before you 
purchase one of these boxes, be sure you have previously purchased the target clothing or décor 
objects that matches the channel. f you loose your items, both the SL Marketplace and CasperVend

systems can redeliver of your purchase.  

The products Permissions are DEMO,  You will get these when proofing and testing your items.  

This is a box of TEMPORARY items and is generally free.  They have a script that allow them 
to exist for 10 minutes.  These are items to to try on or rez for fit and look.  Items may have a 
HUD, which is not a temporary object, but only works with the temporary objects in the box.  If 
the target item in the box has copy permission, your can try the item on multiple times.

Re delivery is not available, but you can grab another demo if wanted.  .  

UNPACKING CASPERVEND
The starting information package can be purchased on the SL Markerplace as well as CasperVend in-World.   The remaining purchases are
done at a designated CasperVend terminal at the Avatar Dance Lessons Area.  

CasperVend items come in a box and will probably show up in your Objects Folder if not a folder by the package's name.  Most boxes are 
simple prims containing your items.  You'll need to rez the box and open it to copy to your inventory.  

UNPACKING SL MARKETPLACE
If you purchased your starter packaged from the SL Marketplace, all the items will be in your Received Items Folder in your Inventory.  

Feel free to contact me if you need help.  IM or email me ajleibengeist@thunderchild.net 

Thanks Again!
AJ

http://sl.thunderchild.net/
mailto:ajleibengeist@thunderchild.net
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